Bridging the digital divide for Italy’s enterprises

High speed connectivity for rural SMEs and large corporations
The Challenge

A European telco operator required reliable connectivity, capable of delivering high speed broadband to thousands of Italy’s Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs). The large majority of its business customer base operates beyond the bounds of fibre networks, often in extremely remote locations. Access to reliable, high speed broadband is critical to their commercial success.

The Solution

To address widespread connectivity challenges, the operator selected Avanti to extend its satellite bandwidth capabilities across Europe. Deployed via the HYLAS 1 satellite, Avanti’s leading Ka-band technology delivers high speed data services to even the remotest of locations.

The partnership demonstrates the integral role satellite technology continues to play in providing reliable, high speed broadband to enterprises across Europe.

The Results

The operator is using its newly extended satellite capacity to target enterprise customers with a range of applications, including business broadband solutions for SMEs and large corporations.

“\nThe quality of Avanti’s Ka-band technology supports our extensive satellite broadband expansion in Europe, where the digital divide remains a challenge for many businesses in rural and remote areas.\n"